
Acoustical Design



BANOE

Beautiful. Functional. High Performing. 
Playful and Colorful.
We are acoustical aesthetics. 

PET acoustic interior finishings add color and 

style to any space while absorbing extra noise. 

We provide design solutions for ceilings, walls, 

l ighting and space dividers. 

FORM AND FUNCTION 

PET products are manufactured using recycled 

plastic bottles, eco-friendly dyes and no added 

adhesive, resulting in a Green Tag certified product.

SUSTAINABLE
Designed and manufactured 

in the USA.

LOCAL 



ACOUSTIC ELEMENTS

CEILINGS WALLS LIGHTING DIVIDERS



Ceiling applications



BAFL
A classic sound-dampening ceiling application available with or without lighting



Tri 
BAFL

A simple twist on a timeless 

classic ceiling baffle. 



WAFL BAFL
Angled geometry creates a unique 
look with optimal sound absorption



SKINNY
BAFL
Applying designs, aesthetics and natural beauty 
to clothing and its accessories.



TIMBER
A versatile baffle system that can be installed in numerous 

ways creating a contemporary aesthetic with high-quality 

acoustical performance. Design by 14six8.



CLOUD

Create a layered look with any unique 

shape and optimal sound 

performance.



CLOUDCLOUD



CLOUD
LIT



2X2
Ceiling Solutions

Ceiling solutions that snap into a T-Grid with first-to-
market hardware for easy installation. If a dropped 

ceiling is a must, it can still be beautiful.



Bring intimacy and acoustic comfort to the forefront of any 

environment, whether over work desks, boardroom tables 

or suspended as artistic volumes in large open space 

areas and reception areas. 

HARMONY
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DEW

Create an architectural statement with the unique, interlocking cloud system, DEW. 
The infinite assembly configurations make each cloud system unique with high-
performing acoustic capabilities.



TORI

Add volume and dimension to any space 

with high-performing acoustical 

suspension solutions.
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NEST
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RIPL



BOX 
BAFL



LINYFELT
Clean lines for ceilings that can be 
carried down to walls in variable 
heights and configurations.



LINYFELT
Clean lines for ceilings that can be 
carried down to walls in variable 
heights and configurations.



Wall applications



CUBISM
3d wall tiles with a hollow cavity for added sound absorbing qualities

CLIF
Creating a bold aesthetic.

PILO
Soft curves create a sense of

tranquility.

POLY
Create angles for days.

Portfolio
Suitable for all categories 

business and personal 
presentation



BANOE

Create angles for days with CUBISM POLY.  3-

dimensional  geometry lends itself to a pleasing 

aesthetic and the hollow cavity provides optimal 

sound absorption.

POLY



CUBISM
CLIF
Create a bold, 3-dimensional design with 
excellent sound absorbing quality.



BANOE

PILO

PILO creates soft curves for a tranquil aesthetic while the hollow 

cavity provides an added layer of sound absorption.



Angles and shadows play together with PYRA while the hollow 

cavity geometry increases sound absorption for an aesthetic 

where function meets form.

PYRA



BRIK Add a beautiful accent wall to help dampen sounds 
from a bustling office for offices and meeting spaces.



BRIK 2.0
Function meets flair with our unique and artistic wall tiles.



Slim tiles create a shiplap aesthetic.

PLANK



BANOE

Interlocking design provides a staggered aesthetic with a lovely 

detail.

WEAVE
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HEX

Each individual HEX panel aligns tightly to the next to create the overall shape. 
Acoustic panel are available in a variety of colors to create depth and add aesthetically 
pleasing pops of color.
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TRIANGLE, DIAMOND, FLAT HEX

Each individual shape can be configured to create a unique design. Acoustic panels 
are available in a variety of colors to create depth and add aesthetically pleasing pops 
of color.



Space division



PANL
Create separation in any 
space with the quiet beauty 
of acoustical panels.



SöFWAL

Söfwal provides a more versatile solution for spaces that 

need separation. Available on casters for easy-to-move 

acoustical dividers.





SöFWAL

Söfwal provides a more versatile solution for spaces that 

need separation. Available on casters for easy-to-move 

acoustical dividers.



SöFWAL

Söfwal provides a more versatile solution for spaces that need separation. Available 

on casters for easy-to-move acoustical dividers.



SöFWAL
Create division and privacy for any workstation.

FALL 2021





BANOE

Create space division with acoustical performance 

while maintaining the open-concept ambiance.

GROOVE



BANOE

KAYA
Create a space within a space with KAYA, an easy solution for 

space division that works as a permanent structure or 

temporary divide.



HIDE
Create a sense of privacy in communal 
workspaces. Stay available for collaboration 
while creating a productive space to 
execute tasks.



Acoustical lighting



Spoke lighting utilizes PET petals in a radial design creating a 

soft ambient glow with optimal acoustical properties. Comes in 

three unique shapes, ROUND, PEAR and CUBE.

SPOKE



BANOE

BELL
Acoustical lighting brings light and sound together in perfect 

harmony. BELL contributes to any room’s acoustic 

performance while functioning as a contemporary light fixture.



TULI
TULI creates soft downlighting in a

pleasing form while adding to the

acoustic performance of any room.



TEARDROP
Acoustical lighting provides excellent sound absorption in a contemporary form.



Whether it be a single unit suspended over 

a workstation or a cluster of units 

suspended in an almost unlimited array of 

patterns, levels and angles, Timber is sure 

to create a modern expression of creative 

freedom in acoustic ceiling design.

TIMBER GLOW



BANOE

HARMONY GLOW

HARMONY GLOW is created from two-dimensional profiles and assembled to unveil a three-dimensional geometric shell, 

which acts as a barrier for reverberating sound, and is available in a vast array of solid, patterned or customizable panels 

to create unique solutions.



Creative solutions



HIVE
Space division. Storage. 
Acoustical performance. 
Optional internal speaker. 
HIVE is multifunctional style 
at its best.
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CUSTOM WALL ART

Whether you’re looking for a custom work of art or a printed piece, our PET felt can be 
turned into a unique wall hanging while still maintaining the integrity of the material 
and its acoustical performance.
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CUSTOM
PROJECTS

Can’t find what you’re looking for? Do you have an idea that you’re just dying to have us make? 
We do custom work! We love to collaborate with clients on new ideas, applications, shapes and 
forms.  Let us know what you’re looking for and we’d be happy to work on a design together.
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.

SPECIFICATIONS + LEARNING



BANOE



Fräsch benefits

Color & Material thickness Options
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• Opportunities vetted and provided to territory rep

• Quarterly follow up on conversion

Material Bank



Competitive analysis



Competitive Analysis



Competitive Analysis



Thank you!


